Justyna Ptak
Junior UX/UI designer

H +48 728999242
B justyna.ptak.ux@gmail.com

Education
X 2018- Managment and computer graphics in advetisement, Management and Finances
currently faculty, Higher School of Banking, Wrocław
2013–2017 Technician of nutrition and gastronomy services, Gastronomical High School,
Wrocław

Experience
08.2020– OTA Insight, Gent, Belgium, Junior UX Designer, Creating as an intern design system
09.2020 and documentation, making social media graphics, taking part in teamwork.
2019– Modern Theater, Wrocław, Volounteer
currently Preparation and distribution of promotional materials.
2015–2019 Academic Radio Luz, Wrocław University of Science and Technology, Reporter
Conducting interviews, preparing audio information, author’s materials and takin part in the
most important events in Wrocław; running the morning program.

2015–2020 Gastronomy, Wrocław, Waitress, Bartender, tea specialist
worked in many restaurants in Wrocław: Dwór Polski, Kocia Kołyska, Bistro Naroznik,
Czajownia, Basen Beach Bar.

2015–2018 Slot Art Festival, Lubiąż, Volounteer
Creating decorations.

Languages
Polish native
English advanced
German communicative

I can fluently talk about any subject.
Basic phrases and vocabulary.

Technologies
Lightroom
Figma
VS Code
Samplitude
HTML,CSS
Illustrator
Adobe XD

excellent, I use it on a daily basis to process my personal photographs.
very good, I can all functions of this program.
very good, I can fluently use this tool.
very good, I am able to prepare and edit soundtracks.
very good, I am able to build a responsive, static website.
good, I know most of the option to create end edit graphics.
good, I can use this program to create clickable application prototypes.

Javascript good, I studied the basics of abstract thinking, I can make a page come to life and
visualise data. I already used two frameworks: React and Gatsby.

Bootcamps and Courses
Bootcamps { Coderscamp by .CodersCrew
During the three months of the course, I was introduced to the most important
topics related to web development and took part in creating four group projects.
{ Javascript Workshop by Geek Girls Carrots
The workshop lasted two days, during which I strengthened the basic knowledge of
using Javascript.
Coursera {
{
{
{
{

UX Design fundamentals
Visual Elements of UI Design
Fundamentals of Graphic Design
Web Design: Wireframes to Prototypes
Web Design: Strategy and Information Architecture

Udemy {
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

User Experience Design Essentials - Adobe XD
Adobe Lightroom Classic CC 2019
Adobe Illustrator CC Mastery
Gatsby Tutorial and Projects Course
React - The Complete Guide
Node JS - The Complete Guide
Ultimate Google Analitycs Course (in progress)
Complete Design Thinking Masterclass (in progress)

Soft skills
Creative writing

I can get to know the topic and write interesting texts.

Solving conflicts

Highly developed empathy allows me to easily understand a conflict
partner.

Ease of making contacts By asking unconventional questions I quickly gain the sympathy
Ability to work under pressure

of others.
5 years of work in gastronomy taught me how to deal
with stress.

Hobbies
Photography

I take my camera everywhere trying to use every moment to develop my
skills.
Self-learning
The world has so many things to offer, so I want to know as much as
possible about it. I am a fan of popular science books, documentaries and
lots of online courses.
Djembe After many years without contact with music, African drums woke up a new type
of creativity in me.

Plants

Growing plants and learning about them is fascinating to me.

